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Abstract 
While biometrics presents obvious advantages over password and token-based security, the security concerns that 
biometric authentication raises need to be addressed. In this paper, we outlined cancelable palmprint binary 
orientation co-occurrence vector（BOCV）based on anisotropic filter(AF) using feedforward–feedback nonlinear 
dynamic filter (FFNDF) and then the independent matching scores is fused at the score level, which can efficiently 
protect the security of template and enhance the user’s privacy. The cancelable system can provide large re-issuance 
ability and can be implemented very fast for real applications. It also has better robustness--- even in the stolen-token 
case, the result just reverts to the original performance without loss in performance and it can still achieve state-of-
the-art authentication accuracy, i.e., the EER is 0.07%.. Experiments on PolyU Palmprint Database confirm the 
effectiveness of the proposed approach. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, palmprint biometrics has attracted an increasing amount of attention from 
researchers[1]. Most previous research on palmprint biometrics has concentrated on improving accuracy 
by developing new feature extraction and classification algorithms[2-7]. However, with the growing use 
of palmprint biometrics, there is a rising concern about the security and privacy of the biometric data 
itself[8-9]. 
In order to overcome the security and privacy problems, since vulnerabilities of biometrics systems 
and potential eight of attacks have been identified and addressed systematically in[8], a number of 
biometric template protection schemes have been reported[9]. Most of these algorithms have been 
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focused on biometric template due to strong linkage between a user’s template and his identity and the 
irrevocable nature of biometric templates. However, most of the existing algorithms are applicable to 
fingerprint and face biometric. Since the content and representation of palmprint template is different 
from templates of other modalities, the existing template protection algorithms cannot be directly applied 
to palmprint template. At present, there has been little research on palmprint security[1].Only limited 
researchers proposed some cancelable palmprint biometrics techniques such as Palmhashing[10-11] and 
cancelable Competitive Code[13]. But as other biometrics, the claim of having achieved a zero equal 
error rate (EER) in palmhashing is based upon the impractical hidden assumption of no stealing of the 
hash key[12]. Therefore, Kong suggested that using invertible transform to generate cancelable palmprint 
biometrics[13]. Based on Competitive Code[3], Kong use a random orientation filter bank (ROFB) as a 
feature exactor to generate noise-like feature codes [13]. The cancelable Competitive Code can be thought 
a two-factor authentication algorithm. According to the modeling and analysis in [14], it is 
computationally infeasible to break into the competitive code based system using brute-force attacks.  
In this paper, firstly, we use a 2D anisotropic filter (AF) to exact the binary orientation co-occurrence 
vector(BOCV)[15], which is the state-of-the-art palmprint verification approach. The chaotic stream 
cipher based on the feedforward–feedback nonlinear dynamic filter (FFNDF), has good cryptographic 
characters for the FFNDF has uniform distribution and large key space[16]. Based on BOCV, we employ 
the FFNDF chaotic stream cipher to generate cancelable plamprint templates. The cancelable templates 
preserve the intra-class variations while reducing the inter-class variations when the genuine tokens are 
used. Also, the mean value of imposter distribution would be large for the random of the cancelable 
templates is enhanced. And the matching implemented in the encrypted domain is very efficient and 
secure for protecting user’s privacy. In one the worst case, for example, all the users share or lose their 
tokens, the result reverts to the original palmprint authentication performance since we use hamming 
distance is preserved. The other the worst case, that is, in the stolen-biometrics scenario, obviously, the 
imposter user can not get access without the associated token. Experimental results on Hong Kong PolyU 
Palmprint Database[17]show that our proposed cancelable palmprint verification scheme can achieve 
nearly zero equal error rate (EER) and also is a very efficient and practical with high speed. The security 
analysis shows that the ability of cancelable palmprint template re-issuance is very large.  
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the BOCV based on the AF. 
The chaotic cancelable palmprint template is presented in section 3. Experimental results and analysis are 
given in Section 4, which compares the performances of our proposed algorithm with the state–of–art 
approaches. Finally, conclusions are made in Section 5. 
2. Binary orientation co-occurrence vector based on anisotropic filter 
The AF is firstly used in building over-complete dictionary to obtain sparse representation by the idea 
of efficiently approximating contour-like singularities in 2-D images [18]. The AF is a smooth low 
resolution function in the direction of the contour, and behaves like a wavelet in the orthogonal (singular) 
direction. That is, the AF is built on Gaussian functions along one direction, and on second derivative of 
Gaussian functions in the orthogonal direction. The structure of AF is very special for capturing the 
orientation of palmprint image. The AF has the following general form  
2 2 2( , ) (4 2)exp( ( ))G u v u u v= − − +                                           (1) 
where ( ),u v  is, in this case, the plane coordinate and can be obtained in the following way. 
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Where 0 0[ , ]x y is the center of the filter, the rotation θ , to locally orient the filter along palm contours 
and α and β are to adapt to contour type. The choice of the Gaussian envelope is motivated by the 
optimal joint spatial and frequency localization of this kernel and by the presence of second derivative-
like filtering in the early stages of the human visual system. It is also motivated by the presence of second 
derivative-like filtering in the early stages of the human visual system [19].  Usually, β α>  is set to 
better obtain the orientation of palmprints.  
BOCV aims to exact all the orientation information of palmprint [15]. More concretely, let I denote 
the preprocessed image, the orientation co-occurrence vector (OCV) can be obtained by the following 
formula  
( )* ,F I G u v=                                                              (3) 
Where “∗” is an operator of convolution According to the[15],  six filters with orientations 
/ 6p pθ π= × , { }0,1, ,5p = "  could be a better choice. For each local region in palmprint, the OCV 
can be obtained via by concatenating the normalized responses along six directions. After binarization, 
we get the palmprint template-BOCV. 
3. Pamprint Verification Based on Cancellable Templates 
Similar to palmcode[2], in the original BOCV, the Hamming distance is applied for match. The 
matching score( normalized Hamming distance) is used as a classification tool. If the score is smaller than 
a certain level, the two palmprints would be thought form the same user. To generate cancelable BOCV 
code, the BOCV Code is encrypted with chaotic stream cipher based on the FFNDF via exclusive OR 
operation. Fig.1 gives the block diagram of cancelable palmprint verification system. 
Fig.1 Block diagram of cancelable palmprint verification system 
The template security and user’s privacy can be protected by the chaotic stream cipher. Another 
advantage is that the randomness and independence of the obtained cancelable palmprint template are 
enhanced. The probability of “0” (p0) in the cancelable template approximates to p1, that is, p0=p1=0.5. 
From the theory of probability, the matching scores between the cancelable encrypted templates which 
are exacted from different palms are: 
2 2 2 2
0 11 1 0.5 0.5 0.5s p p= − − = − − =                                     (4) 
While the hamming distances between the cancelable templates from the same palms are the same 
with that of the original templates. The XOR operations can maximally increase the inter-class divergence 
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of different palms while maintaining intra-class distance of the same palms. Therefore, the standard 
deviation of inter-class population would be decreased, that is, the discriminative ability is improved and 
the performance of the authentication system would be better. 
Of course, the database stores the cancelable palmprint templates. In the matching phase, the 
Hamming distance is employed to measure the similarity of different palmprint and can be performed in 
the encryption domain directly. To speed up the matching process, every orientation in the BOCV is 
computed independently in parallel. During computation of each orientation(dimension) in the BOCV, to 
account for alignment imperfections, we need to translate one of the templates vertically and horizontally 
and then perform the matching again. The ranges of the vertical and horizontal translations are defined 
from -2 and 2. The minimum of these matching scores is regarded as the final matching score. At last, the 
final match score can be obtained by fusing that of six different orientations via a SUM rule at the 
matching score level: 
6
1
1
6final ii
S S
=
= ∑                                                              (5) 
Where 
iS  is the matching source of one dimension in BOCV and it can be obtained by the normalized 
hamming distance. The Sfinal is between 0 and 1. The fused match score which contain contribution of 
multiple directional features can provide an exactly classification evidence.  
4. Experiments and Discussions 
A second-order FFNDF is selected to generate chaotic stream cipher and the simulation conditions are 
given in the following. The coefficients are 3.57 and 4.0 for the part of feedback, and the coefficients 5.70 
and 7.0 for the forward part. The initial value is 0.6587. The state values are 0.3564 and -
0.8021,respectively. The control parameter is 0.45 of the piecewise linear maps. The experiments are 
conducted on a personal computer with an AMD processor (2.6GHz) and 2GB RAM configured with 
Microsoft XP operating system, in which the test platform are Matlab 7.6 with image processing toolbox 
and Microsoft Visual C++6.0. 
Tab.1 Varieties between matching in original and cancelable domain 
original domain cancelable domain 
Intra-
class(genuine) 
Inter-class(imposter) Intra-class(genuine) Inter-class(imposter) 
orientati
on
mean variance mean variance 
d’
prime 
mean variance mean variance 
d’prime 
00 0.2241 0.0038 0.4426 4.2919×10-4 4.7593 0.2241 0.0038 0.4670 9.7671×10-5 5.5129
300 0.2208 0.0035 0.4456 4.3011×10-4 5.0972 0.2208 0.0035 0.4664 9.4799×10-5 5.8236
600 0.2325 0.0031 0.4476 3.0145×10-4 5.2200 0.2325 0.0031 0.4665 9.6776×10-5 5.8560
900 0.2477 0.0035 0.4480 3.2386×10-4 4.5736 0.2477 0.0035 0.4671 9.9133×10-5 5.1629
1200 0.2348 0.0033 0.4479 2.9646×10-4 5.0342 0.2348 0.0033 0.4663 9.3952×10-5 5.6303
1500 0.2234 0.0036 0.4456 3.8457×10-4 5.0037 0.2234 0.0036 0.4662 9.3386×10-5 5.6817
Fused 0.2305 0.0027 0.4462 1.2806×10-4 5.7480 0.2305 0.0027 0.4666 1.8051×10-5 6.4169
Compared with original BOCV, the peak/mean value of imposter matching (the peak value 
approximates the mean value for the imposter matching nearly satisfies symmetrical distribution) 
increases from 0.4462 to 0.4666 while the genuine matching scores distribution is maintained as shown in 
Tab.1. Corresponding, the variance of the imposter matching scores reduces by roughly an order of 
magnitude since the randomness and independent of encryption template is enhanced. That is, the 
variance decreases from 1.2806×10-4 to 1.8051×10-5. d'-primes is also computed and is increased by 
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0.6689 via matching in the encryption domain. The peak value of the imposter matching scores is smaller 
than 0.5 since the translated templates are used to compute the distances to overcome imperfect 
preprocessing. The encrypted peak value of imposter matching scores is also bigger than that of 
unencrypted. To employ multi-orientation of palmprint, a SUM rule is a leading candidate fused scheme 
since the feature exacting and matching methods are the same. More information is used can reduce the 
variance by 3~5 times as illustrated in Tab.1. 
The genuine and imposter matching scores distributions can be separated well at the threshold 
between 0.37 and 0.45. However, the operation threshold in this range is not the best in the applications 
since the FAR is very high in the range of 0.40 ~ 0.45 in the token-stolen case. Therefore, considering all 
the aspects, the optimized threshold in our system is between 0.37 and 0.39. More interesting, the FRR 
within the cancelable palmprint template is zero while GAR is very high (GAR is 99.88% when the 
threshold is set 0.39) if the operating range 0.37 ~ 0.39. The threshold in this range leads to the security 
level very high and a user may try many times to reduce the FAR in the real systems. 
At last, Fig.2 depicts the corresponding Receiver Operation Characteristics (ROC) curves, which is a 
plot of false reject rate against false acceptance rate. The results of our approach and other approaches, 
such as CompetitiveCode([3]), OrdinalCode ([4])and RLOC ([7] ,note that The RLOC does not enlarge 
the training set, so its performance is less than Ref.[7])are compared in Fig.7 and Table 2. From Fig.7 and 
Tab.2, our proposed scheme is zero EER which achieves perfect separate genuine match and imposter 
match. The clear separation indicates that our approach results in dramatically reduced error rates in 
comparison to user versus imposter classification. Even in token–stolen scenario, the EER of our scheme 
is 0.07%, near zero. Especially, the genuine acceptance rate of the proposed approach is about 1.49 % 
higher than that of Ordinal Code, 1.19% higher than that of RLOC and 2.39% higher than that of 
Cancelable Competitive Code while the FAR is 1×10-4%.
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Fig.2. The receive operating characteristic (ROC) curves. 
Tab. 2 Comparison of different palmprint verification results 
Ordinal 
Code
Cancelable
Competitive 
Code
RLOC Multi-BOCV
Cancelable Multi-
BOCV
FAR(%) 1×10-4 1×10-4 1×10-4 1×10-4 1×10-4
FRR(%) 1.5 2.4 1.2 0.30 0.01 
EER(%) 0.14 0.16 0.14 0.07 0.006 
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5. Conclusions 
A cancelable palmprint authentication system based on chaotic stream cipher is proposed in this paper. 
Firstly, a novel 2D AF is used to obtain BOCV，which can efficiently represent multiple orientations for 
a local region of palmprint. And then the binary palmprint templates are encrypted by a chaotic stream 
cipher based on FFNDF to generate cancelable palmprint feature, which has large re-issuance ability. To 
speed up the matching stage, the matching scores of each dimension in BOCV are computed 
independently and then fused by a SUM rule at the match score level. More importantly, the cancelable 
templates revert to the original BOCV in the stolen-token scenario without loss in performance. 
Experiments on PolyU Palmprint Database confirm these.  
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